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The purpose of the present work is to trace parallels between the known inertia forces in fluid 
dynamics with the inertia forces in electromagnetism that are known to induce resistance forces on 
masses both due to acceleration and at constant velocity. It is shown that the force exerted on a 
particle by an ideal fluid produces two effects: i) resistance to acceleration and, ii) an increase of 
mass with velocity. These resistance forces arise due to the fluid dragged by the particle, where the 
bare mass of the particle at rest changes when in motion (“dressed” particle). It is demonstrated 
that the vector potential created by a charged particle in motion acts as an ideal space flow that 
surrounds the particle. The interaction between the particle and the entrained space flow gives rise 
to the observed properties of inertia and the relativistic increase of mass. Parallels are made 
between the inertia property of matter, electromagnetism and the hydrodynamic drag in potential 
flow. Accordingly, in this framework the non resistance of a particle in uniform motion through an 
ideal fluid (D’Alembert’s paradox) corresponds to Newton’s first law. The law of inertia suggests 
that the physical vacuum can be modeled as an ideal fluid, agreeing with the space-time ideal fluid 
approach from general relativity.  
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1. Introduction 
 
It has been suggested in the past that the vector potential represents some kind of fluid velocity field 
(Maxwell, 1861; Kirkwood, 1953; Cook, Fearn and Millonni, 1995; Marmanis, 1996, 1998; Belot 1998; 
Leonhardt and Piwnicki, 1999, 2000, 2001; Rousseaux and Guyon, 2002; Siegel, 2002; Martins and 
Pinheiro, 2009), but the consequences of this comparison have not been properly analyzed, or proved to be 
more than a convenient theoretical analogy. For instance, the field of Metafluids (Marmanis, 1998) makes 
a bridge between the equations of electromagnetism and hydrodynamics on a pure theoretical level.  
 
In this article, we will present a different theoretical approach pointing out all the parallels between 
fluidic and electromagnetic inertia that will allow for the comparison between two apparently different 
fields. The purpose in doing so is to point leads that may help in the future understanding of the inertia 
property of matter.  
 
We make use of the term “fluidic” which was introduced (with an ending in analogy with “electronic”) 
directed mainly towards hydraulic and pneumatic control systems employing fluids instead of electrons 
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for signal transfer and processing. Generally it involves the technique of handling fluid flows, the 
generation of the flow (pumps), guiding it trough conduits or channels and most importantly controlling 
the flow (Zimmerman, 2006). Therefore, fluidic electrodynamics means the generation and manipulation 
of the vacuum or space-time hydrodynamic flow, in accordance with the General Relativity approach of 
considering space-time as an ideal fluid (Grn and Hervik, 2007), through the use of electromagnetic 
interactions and forces, with the aim to control and direct that flow. In the ensuing discussion, we will 
formulate a theoretical frame that will take us to consider the vector potential as the velocity component of 
a superfluid space flow, from which the inertia property can evolve. 
 
2. The vector potential has a space flow 
 
Fizeau (1851) showed experimentally for the first time that flowing water could drag light with it. He 
measured interference between light rays going with and against water flow, proving that the flow altered 
light propagation (see Figure 1(a)). The amount of light dragging by a moving medium is given by the 
Fresnel dragging coefficient, who predicted the effect as early as 1818. The total velocity of light v in a 
medium of refraction index n is given by: 
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where c/n is the velocity of light in a dielectric medium and αu is the dragging of light by the medium 
with velocity u. 
Maxwell (1861) was the first to suggest that the magnetic vector potential A, behaves like a moving 
medium, playing the velocity of a space flow around a magnetic field line (Siegel, 2002). Thus, a vector 
potential circular “velocity” pattern around a solenoid can be seen (compare Figure 1.(a) with Figure 1.(b) 
) to be equivalent to the water velocity in Fizeau’s experiment of dragging light (Cook, Fearn and 
Millonni, 1995). The Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect (1959) is the corresponding effect in electromagnetism 
consisting in the production of the phase shift between two electron waves. 
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Figure 1. (a) The Fizeau Experiment, (b) The Optical Aharonov-Bohm Effect. 
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The same phenomenon of interference with light waves exists, the optical AB effect. In their 
interesting work on the study of light propagation in nonuniformly moving fluids, Leonhardt and Piwnicki 
(1999, 2000, 2001) derived the formulas for the phase change light undergoes in an optical AB effect 
obtained, e.g., by letting the light travel through a liquid vortex. The phase shift φAB is given by: 
 
 ,2 ABAB v                                                                    (2.2) 
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where vAB is the light velocity, w is the vortex strength defined by u=w/reφ in cylindrical coordinates, r is 
the radius at which the medium velocity is considered and ω is the optical frequency of light. The effect is 
small and could be enhanced by letting light take several turns inside the vortex to get cumulative effects. 
To this day there is not a consensus of whether light really suffers a velocity change or just simply a phase 
change when it passes through a physical flowing medium such as water or the vector potential of 
electromagnetism (Spavieri and Gillies, 2007; Boyer 2007).  
The phase shift of electrons in the AB effect is considered to be a quantum topological effect where the 
electrons feel no force or velocity change in their path. However, there exists a competing classical 
explanation that sustains the phase shift to be caused by a lag effect in the transit times for the two beams 
which attain different velocities (in analogy with a wave from one of the beams passing through a 
dielectric piece and changing velocity in the process) (Liebowitz, 1965, 1966; Boyer, 1973, 1987, 2002). 
According to Boyer (2005, 2006, 2007), the change in velocity the electrons would suffer in the AB effect 
should be: 
 
                                                            .)(tcqm qq rAv                                                                    (2.4) 
 
where m is the mass of the particle, vq is the velocity of the charge q and Aμ(rq(t)) is the vector potential, in 
the Coulomb gauge, created by the magnet, and evaluated at the position (rq(t)) of the charge in motion. 
These velocity changes are consistent with the conservation of energy, of linear momentum and special 
relativity. Furthermore, this result accounts exactly for the AB phase shift as a classical electromagnetic 
lag effect. Preliminary experiments (Gronniger et al, 2007; Caprez, Barwick and Batelaan, 2007) have not 
detected a classical force on electrons passing a macroscopic solenoid. These results have been contested 
by Boyer (2007), thus it remains an open subject. 
If it is experimentally verified that a dielectric flow (of water, for example) changes the speed of light 
and not just cause a phase shift, then it is reasonable to assume correspondingly that the vector potential 
should have a similar effect changing the velocity of light. Supporting the notion that the magnetic vector 
potential behaves as a superfluid space flow in the AB effect is the work of Davidowitz and Steinberg 
(1997) about a hydrodynamic analogy of the AB effect in superfluid helium. A moving dielectric medium 
appears to light as a gravitational field, modifying the spacetime metric experienced by electromagnetic 
waves. Light traveling through a dielectric vortex suffers an AB phase shift. On the same stance, atoms 
that pass through this vector potential circular flow also suffer a phase shift (Wilkens, 1994; Wei Han and 
Wei, 1995; Spavieri 1999).  
In his fundamental article on understanding electromagnetism, Belot (1998) suggested three different 
interpretations of electromagnetism corresponding to three different strategies for interpreting gauge 
theories. In the first interpretation he considered the vector potential as a physical field on physical space 
in which it represents the velocity of a material ether and where the electrokinetic field, E = -∂A/∂t, 
corresponds to the acceleration of this material ether. The second interpretation is a traditional one where 
the electric and magnetic fields are considered to be the physically real entities. And the third 
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interpretation is based on holonomies where the electromagnetic field is regarded as an assignment of real 
numbers to closed curves in space and vectors to points of space (electric field). Holonomies are used 
because although the vector potential, A, at a given point of space is not gauge invariant, the integral of A 
around a closed curve is considered to be gauge invariant. 
The AB effect shows that in quantum mechanics the vector potential of electromagnetism is physically 
real, thus interpretation two above is false. Although Aharonov and Bohm seem to have preferred the first 
interpretation, Belot choose the third because of the gauge invariance in terms of holonomies, where fields 
are thought as properties of loops. This however destroys synchronic locality because if the field is a loop, 
then the state of the system depends on regions of space far away from the area of interest. This, in our 
view, simply does not make sense and we prefer to consider a local approach as given by the first 
interpretation, which is strongly supported by the fact that the vector potential has longitudinal as well as 
curled components (Schwab, Fuchs and Kistenmacher, 199; Rousseaux, 2003), thus showing the 
impossibility of interpretation three.  
It is not widely known but Einstein after denying the 19
th
 century concept of immobilized ether did in 
fact return to the ether (Einstein, 2004; Kostro, 2000; Granek, 2001) in 1916 with different and specific 
properties accounted for in his general theory of relativity, where he associated the metric of space with 
the physical properties of the vacuum, space or ether. This is compatible with fluidic electrodynamics, 
where the vector potential acts as a directional space “hydrodynamic” potential flow derived from charged 
particle movements that occur in an environment or space that behaves like a perfect fluid, much like in 
the way space is treated in the general theory of relativity (Grn and Hervik, 2007). 
Some authors (Rueda and Haish, 2005) suggest that inertia results from an opposing force whenever a 
frame accelerates relative to the vacuum. Froning (1989, 2003), Fronig and Roach (2002, 2007) relate the 
zero point field with fluid dynamics as having similar properties, Kelly (1976) has shown how vacuum 
electromagnetics can be derived exclusively from the properties of an ideal fluid and Culetu (1994), 
Volovik (2001), Alvarenga and Lemos (1998), Huang and Wang (2006) have treated the vacuum and 
cosmological phenomena as a superfluid, thus confirming the validity of our link between the vector 
potential induced space flow with a superfluid space flow. More recently Jacobson and Parentani (2005) 
have suggested that spacetime can be a kind of fluid with the properties of an ether, and Jacobson (1999) 
showed that particles with Planck mass form the Planck-Wheeler quantum foam of spacetime, a kind of 
“atoms” of spacetime forming a physical vacuum with fluid characteristics. 
 
3. Hydrodynamic inertia 
 
Newton’s first principle tells us that a body remains at rest or in motion with the same speed and in the 
same direction unless acted upon by a force. The case of an elementary particle, a proton for instance, 
traveling at uniform velocity and immersed in its own vector potential flow allows us to draw some useful 
hydrodynamic analogies. The fact that a charged particle feels no drag when in motion with uniform 
velocity means that the vector potential space flow is a lossless one. This means that the particle will be 
subject to a perfect pressure recovery at the rear that will equal the pressure rise at the front, resulting in 
zero net drag. This information suggests that at uniform velocity the space flow will show no viscosity and 
behaves as an ideal fluid (potential flow). One finds in hydrodynamics a possible similar effect, the 
phenomenon of non resistance of a sphere in uniform motion through an ideal fluid, often referred to as 
“D’Alembert’s paradox” (Faber, 2004) or “Paradox of Dirichlet” (Prandtl and Tietjens, 1934). In 
hydrodynamics the volume inertia force fi [Nm
-3
] for a particle immersed in an inviscid fluid is given by 
(Brennen, 1982; Moran, 1984; Faber, 2004): 
 
                                                              .
dt
d f
fffi
v
af                                                                     (3.1) 
 
Where af is the total acceleration of the fluid (Graebel, 2007). Considering that the total or convective 
derivative is given by: 
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The volume inertia force can be written has: 
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Where vf is the fluid velocity and ρf is the density of the hydrodynamic fluid. As is known, the first term 
on the right is considered to be the unsteady or temporal acceleration, responsible for the resistance of a 
moving body to acceleration (force of inertia), and the second term on the right is the convective 
acceleration, responsible for the mass increase at a given velocity. For a fluid without viscosity, an action 
on the body can happen only by way of pressure on its surface. A well-known result from hydrodynamic 
theory (Prandtl and Tietjens, 1934) shows that a particle moving in an ideal fluid will be subject to two 
different forces: i) the resistance to an acceleration force which is equal to the product of its mass by the 
acceleration (inertia force), and an ii) additional resistance force at constant velocity due to the particle 
mass increase (“added” mass) with the dragged fluid mass (“dressed” particle) of the surrounding fluid 
particles (that are dragged only when the body accelerates, and which maintain their velocity and direction 
when the acceleration stops) which accompany the moving body at constant velocity. According to 
Graebel (2007), using Newton’s second law, one can write the total force needed to move a particle (to a 
velocity vp) immersed in an inviscid fluid as: 
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The sum of the mass of the body mbody with the dragged or added fluid mass madded is sometimes called 
the virtual mass, which is the total “effective” mass of a body that moves immersed in an inviscid fluid. 
Usually the pressure distributions around bodies are given in terms of the dimensionless pressure 
coefficient Cp. The pressure coefficient (or Euler number) is defined as the static pressure divided by the 
dynamic pressure (White, 1988). The variation of this coefficient with velocity is approximately given by 
the Prandtl-Glauert rule (Anderson, 2005): 
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Where Cp,0 and Cp are the incompressible and compressible pressure coefficients, respectively. M is the 
Mach number defined has: 
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vf is the flow velocity of the fluid, and vs is the sound velocity in the fluid. The Prandtl-Glauert rule is a 
compressibility correction and is used for subsonic flow (M<1) and is generally considered to be 
approximately accurate for 0,3<M<0,7 (Anderson, 2005). Thus equation (3.5) is a simple but valid 
approximation to physical reality; it can be used to measure the resistance of the fluid on a particle with 
velocity vp, which induces a fluid velocity vf around itself. Taking into account the compressible pressure 
corrections, the total or “effective” mass of a body that is in motion, immersed in an inviscid fluid, can be 
defined has: 
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Where a is an acoustic gamma factor that represents the body mass increase with velocity, and the sound 
velocity in the fluid vs is defined has (Faber, 2004): 
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 is the compressibility of the fluid, and f is the fluid density. 
 
4. Electrodynamic inertia 
 
The Euler-Lagrange electromagnetic force equation that acts on a charged particle q (Semon and 
Taylor, 1996) is given by: 
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                                                           (4.1)              
 
Where the operator A acts only on the magnetic vector potential A. It has been shown (Martins and 
Pinheiro, 2008) that the inertia force and relativistic mass increase for a charged particle as its origin in 
electromagnetic forces derivable from the canonical momentum conservation: 
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The relativistic electromagnetic inertia force Fiem acting on the charged particle of mass m is: 
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This identifies immediately the electromagnetic inertia force with a time change of the potential 
momentum qA. Using again equation (3.2) for the total or convective derivative, and considering that the 
electric charge q is constant, we derive the volume electromagnetic inertia force fiem: 
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In this way, the partial time derivative of the particle’s vector potential leads to the acceleration inertia 
reaction force, and the space or convective derivative of the vector potential is responsible for the 
relativistic increase of mass of the charged particle at constant velocity. These two terms represent the 
global induced electric field dtdi AE  on the particle, which counteracts any imposed acceleration and 
induces a resistance force at constant velocity. This is illustrated in figure 2 for a positive moving charge, 
where a is the acceleration vector, J is the current density vector, Ei is the global induced electric field, 
and Fi is the force Ei imparts to the source particle which corresponds to the inertia reaction force, 
satisfying Newton’s third principle. In the case of neutral matter we consider that the induced electric field 
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created by a charge in acceleration as importance only locally for the source charge, creating inertia in the 
microscopic range, since on a macroscopic view the induced volume electric fields created by the positive 
and negative charges acceleration will have a null vector summation. On the other hand, since a neutron is 
composed of both positive and negative charge components (Miller, 2007), it will also possess 
electromagnetic inertia. In a similar way to equation (8), we can write for charged particles (with velocity 
vp): 
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But now the sum of the mass of the body mbody (rest mass) with the added mass madded observed while in 
motion is called the relativistic mass, which is also the total “effective” mass of a body that is in motion, 
and usually defined has: 
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 is the Lorentz gamma factor which determines the increase of mass with velocity. The light velocity c in 
space is defined has (Jefimenko, 1989): 
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with 0 as the permittivity of the vacuum, and µ0 as the permeability of the vacuum.  
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Figure 2. Illustration of the electromagnetic inertia mechanism for a positive moving charge. 
 
5. Correspondences 
 
We can observe a full correspondence between the hydrodynamic and relativistic Equations (3.4) 
(hydrodynamic inertia force) and (4.5) (relativistic inertia force), Equations (3.7) (virtual mass increase) 
and (4.6) (relativistic mass increase); and the hydrodynamic and electromagnetic Equations (3.8) (the 
sound velocity in the fluid) and (4.7) (the light velocity in space). Since the electromagnetic impedance Zw 
for an electromagnetic wave is given by Zw= µ0c (Balanis, 1989) and the acoustic impedance Za for an 
acoustic wave is given by Za= vs, then the permeability of the vacuum µ0 corresponds to the 
(surrounding) fluid density f (Rosseaux, 2003). Comparison between equations (3.8) and (4.7) allows one 
to further identify the permittivity of the vacuum 0 with the compressibility of the fluid . 
Froning and Roach (2002) have compared the aerodynamic drag as given by the Prandtl-Glauert rule 
with the relativistic mass increase proportional to the Lorentz gamma factor and verified that generally 
they both have the same development below the critical velocity, respectively the sound and light 
velocities. We follow a different approach here in order to show that the convective derivative term of the 
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vector potential is responsible for the relativistic increase of mass of the particle and that it has an 
equivalent term in hydrodynamics, responsible for the increase of mass with velocity. In both cases, the 
general force of inertia is given by: 
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Equation (5.1) (in [Nm
-3
]) shows the equivalence between the hydrodynamic and electromagnetic 
inertia terms, where we have the hydrodynamic inertia term on the left and the electromagnetic inertia 
term on the right. This equation shows the equivalence of both inertia forces for the general case in 
hydrodynamics when the fluid density is incompressible (or constant), and in the electromagnetic case 
when the charge density is constant. If we consider that the hydrodynamic fluid is the superfluid vacuum 
(Culetu, 1994; Volovik, 2001; Alvarenga and Lemos, 1998; Huang and Wang, 2006; Grn and Hervik, 
2007), we may say that the physical origin of inertia appears to come from the superfluid spacetime 
(which is a relativistic notion) itself, where the induced electric field Ei, the magnetic vector potential A, 
and the magnetic field are just observable properties of this quantum fluid that is everywhere. This is in 
accordance with Jacobson and Parentani (2005) who have suggested that spacetime can be a kind of fluid 
with the properties of an ether, and Jacobson (1999) which showed that particles with Planck mass form 
the Planck-Wheeler quantum foam of spacetime, a kind of “atoms” of spacetime forming a physical 
vacuum with fluid characteristics. 
From equation (5.1) we can also conclude that the vacuum mass (or energy) density ρf is affected 
(changed or induced) by the presence of charged particles according to .qf    In a previous article 
(Martins and Pinheiro, 2008) it has been demonstrated how mass has a complete electromagnetic origin, 
thus resolving the previous 4/3 mass paradox. Now, we can go to a more fundamental level and say that 
this electromagnetic mass appears to be a local vacuum energy density concentration, thus allowing us to 
possibly understand better the origin of inertial mass itself. This is also in accordance with Einstein’s view 
on the interdependence of energy, fields and matter which are interchangeable with each other (Kostro, 
2000). From the parallels identified in this article we can describe the correspondences put forward in 
Table 1. 
 
TABLE 1. Comparison between hydrodynamic and electromagnetic variables. 
 
Hydrodynamics Electromagnetism 
Hydrodynamic fluid velocity, vf Magnetic vector potential, A 
Hydrodynamic fluid acceleration (af), dvf/dt Induced electric field (Ei), dA/dt 
(Induced) Mass of the fluid, mf Electric charge, q 
(Induced) Fluid density, f Charge density, q 
Virtual mass, mvirtual Relativistic mass, mrelativist 
Acoustic gamma factor, a Lorentz Gamma factor,  
Acoustic impedance, Za Electromagnetic impedance, Zw 
Compressibility of the fluid,  Permittivity of the vacuum, 0 
(Surrounding) Fluid density, f Permeability of the vacuum, µ0 
Acceleration Inertia Force, -f(vf/t) Acceleration Inertia Force, -q(A/t) 
Virtual mass increase, -f(vf )vf Relativistic mass increase, -q(v)A 
Hydrodynamic Inertia Force, -f(dvf/dt) Electromagnetic Inertia Force, -q(dA/dt) 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
We have shown the mathematical equivalence between the hydrodynamic and electromagnetic inertia 
force terms. Both fit perfectly into each other, indicating that the physical property of inertia can be 
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interpreted as resulting from the interaction between moving charges and a surrounding electromagnetic 
spacetime ideal fluid, the vacuum energy or zero point fields, put in motion or dragged by the electric 
charges as represented by the magnetic vector potential.  
This vacuum superfluid assumption, like that used in general relativity (Grn and Hervik, 2007), is 
supported experimentally by i) the truthfulness of Newton’s first law, where any particle in motion with a 
constant velocity will remain at that velocity and not decelerate; by ii) the experimental verification of the 
relativistic mass increase, that does not depend on acceleration but on velocity; and finally, on iii) the 
observed property of matter to always resist acceleration. All these three experimentally observed 
properties are consistent with our electromagnetic and hydrodynamic formulations. In this context, the 
vector potential can be considered as a physical field on physical space endowed with the physical 
property of the velocity of a kind of fluid. The vector potential can be interpreted as a polarizer of this 
fluid generating a space flow, due to electrical charge movements, from which the inertia property can 
evolve.  
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